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By the gauge group bundle of a principal bundle P(B,G) we mean the Lie group bundle 
associated to P(B, G) through the conjugacy action of G on itself. Given only B and a Lie group 
bundle M on B, we ask if there exists P(B, G) with gauge group bundle isomorphic to M and, 
if so, how they can be described. Using a form of Whitehead’s concept of crossed module, in 
place of the idea of an ‘abstract kernel’, we find an obstruction class in A*(B,ZG) (G the fibre- 
type of M) whose vanishing gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of such 
a P(B,G); and, when this class vanishes, a simple transitive action of A’(B,ZG) on the set of 
equivalence classes of possible bundles. We work mainly in terms of Lie groupoids, which 
language seems well-adapted to these questions. 
Introduction 
The classification of principal bundles P(B, G) with prescribed base B and pre- 
scribed structure group G by nonabelian Tech cohomology I?‘(B, G) is very well 
known. However, although the concept of transition function, by which this classi- 
fication is effected, is of great utility, it is less clear that the actual formulation in 
terms of Tech cohomology has been so useful - except in those cases (such as that 
of complex line bundles) where the group is actually abelian. Rather, this classifica- 
tion has provided one motivation for the study of nonabelian cohomology. 
Here we formulate the classification problem differently and obtain a description 
which is entirely in terms of abelian Tech cohomology and, also, follows the pattern 
long-established by the extension theory of discrete groups, Lie algebras, and other 
algebraic structures. The key difference is that we prescribe not merely the structure 
group G, but the whole gauge transformation group bundle 
PxG 
G ’ 
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also known as Ad P, the Lie group bundle whose module of sections is the gauge 
group. Thus we suppose given a manifold B and a Lie group bundle M on B and 
we seek principal bundles, P(B,G) for which 
PxG 
------EM, 
G 
as Lie group bundles over B. Even at this stage it is clear that such a P(B, G) need 
not exist: if G is abelian, then 
PxG 
G 
is always trivializable so if A4 has abelian fibres but is non trivializable, then it can- 
not be a gauge group bundle. 
We eliminate this type of counter example by requiring that B and A4 have, fur- 
ther, the structure of an ‘abstract kernel’ (in the terminology of [IS]) in a suitably 
smooth sense. This is achieved by using a special case of Whitehead’s concept of 
crossed module, which we call a coupling. This formulation enables us to bypass 
the problem that the inner automorphism group of a Lie group need not be closed 
in the full automorphism group. 
The net result of these changes is a classification which is similar to, but distinct 
from, the classification of lifts of a principal bundle [9, 10,241: see Remark 4.1. 
This approach to the classification of principal bundles developed out of work on 
Lie groupoids [17] and is most naturally expressed in terms of them. The concept 
of Lie groupoid is essentially equivalent to that of principal bundle, but avoids the 
arbitrary choice of base-point which often has to be made when a principal bundle 
is used to describe a geometric situation. For example, the Lie groupoid correspond- 
ing to the full frame bundle of a manifold B is the set of all isomorphisms between 
the various tangent spaces to B, rather than isomorphisms from IR” or a specified 
fibre; the Lie groupoid corresponding to the universal covering bundle B(B, nl B) of 
a connected manifold B is the set of homotopy classes of all paths in B, rather than 
those with a prescribed end-point. 
As a result of this impartiality, a Lie groupoid has no naturally distinguished 
structure group, but rather a bundle of groups; for the Lie groupoid corresponding 
to a principal bundle P(B, G), this bundle is (isomorphic to) 
PxG 
G . 
Thus for a Lie groupoid it is natural to prescribe the whole gauge group bundle. 
Section 1 is purely algebraic and relates the definition of coupling used here to 
the standard treatment of group cohomology. Section 2 briefly describes the Lie 
groupoid language. The main results are in Section 3. The last section contains a 
few remarks and examples, including a restatement of the main results in terms of 
principal bundles. 
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1. Crossed modules and couplings of discrete groups 
Consider a group G and an abelian group A. An extension 
AMHAG (1) 
of G by A induces a representation Q : G + Aut(A) by e(g) = Ih IA, the restriction to 
A of the inner automorphism Zh of H corresponding to any h with rr(h) = g. If one 
now replaces A by an arbitrary group N and considers an extension 
N-HAG, (2) 
the automorphism I,, IN no longer depends solely on n(h), and this process does not 
give a well-defined morphism G + Aut(N). The usual way around this problem has 
been to consider the map 
Aut(N) 
e:G-Out(N)=- 
Inn(N) ’ 
g H (Ih 1~) where n(h)=g, 
where Inn(N) is the group of inner automorphisms of N and (q) denotes the Inn(N) 
coset of v, E Aut(N). This Q is a well-defined morphism, called the abstract kernel 
of (2), and there is a standard classification of extensions (2) with a prescribed 
abstract kernel (see, for example, [15]). 
Now if one wishes to carry this over to topological or Lie groups, one immediately 
encounters the problem that Inn(N) need not be closed in Aut(N). For Lie groups, 
especially, this is a real difficulty, for although theories of non-Hausdorff manifolds 
exist, one still wishes to characterize the smoothness of those morphisms G + Out(N) 
which arise from extensions (2) of Hausdorff Lie groups. 
A method for avoiding this problem, provided that G is connected, was given by 
Macauley [ 141. However, the method we give here applies to all topological groups, 
requires no passage to universal covers, and is consonant with the new interpreta- 
tions of higher-order cohomology introduced in the 1970’s (for which see the 
references in [16]). Namely we replace the concept of abstract kernel by a particular 
type of crossed module, a concept introduced by Whitehead [23] in the context of 
homotopy theory. In effect, we replace the morphism G + Out(N) by the pullback 
C in 
C - Aut(N) 
G - Out(N) 
together with a natural action of C on N. 
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Definition 1.1. A crossed module of groups is a map 8 : N+ C together with an 
action Q : C-t Aut(N) of C on N such that 
(9 a(e(c)(n)) = ca(n)c-1, 
(ii) @(a(n))(m) = nmn-’ 
for n,mEN, CEC. 
For a crossed module (N, a, C, Q), we usually denote ker a by K, im a by J and 
coker a by G, and display the crossed module in the form 
K 
Q : C + Aut(N) (3) 
a 
4 
X 
J-C-G 
We describe (3) as a crossed module on G with kernel K. We will be considering 
crossed modules on a fixed G and with not only K but also N fixed, and so we define 
an equivalence (N, a, C, Q) + (N, a’, C’, Q’) to be a morphism ~7 : C-t C’ such that 
pea = a’, x’ov) =x and ~‘0 ~1 =Q. Weaker definitions than this are appropriate for 
other purposes (see, for example, Huebschmann [12]). 
In this paper we are mainly concerned with the following class of examples: 
Definition 1.2. Consider groups G and N. A coupling of G with N is a crossed 
module (N, a, C, Q) on G whose kernel is ZN, the centre of N. 
This usage is not standard; the word ‘coupling’ is taken from Robinson [21], who 
used it as an alternative to ‘abstract kernel’. The usage here is partly for consistency 
with [17, Chapter IV]. 
We next demonstrate that couplings of G with N are in bijective correspondence 
with abstract kernels G + Out(N). Some examples of crossed modules which are not 
couplings are given at the end of the section. For further examples, history and 
references see [3, $31. 
Consider groups G and N and let y : G + Out(N) be an abstract kernel for G and 
N. Choose a lift jj : G + Aut(N) of y with ~(1) = id; thus b 0 p = y, where h is the 
natural projection of Aut(N) onto Out(N). Define R : G x G --f Inn(N) by a(g,, g2) = 
~(g,gz)-‘~(g,)y(g2), and define a multiplication on the set C= G x Inn(N) by 
(g,,L,)(&Jnz) = (glg,,R(g,,g,)Z~(,*)-I(,,)Z,,). 
It is straightforward to verify that this makes C a group, and that Inn(N) )-t C-U G 
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is an extension, where the maps are the obvious ones. To finish, define an action 
Q of C on N by e(g, Z,) = p(g) 0 Z, . Then (C, Q) is a coupling of G with N. 
Conversely, let (N, a, C, Q) be a coupling of G with N. Then Q : C + Am(N) maps 
Inn(N) I C to Inn(N) 5 Aut(N) (by Definition 1.1 (ii)) and so induces a morphism 
y : G + Out(N). It is straightforward to verify that any equivalent coupling yields the 
same y. One now easily sees that there is a bijection between abstract kernels and 
equivalence classes of couplings. When G and N are understood, we will denote a 
coupling by (C, Q) and its equivalence class by (C, Q); we loosely refer to (C, Q) itself 
as a coupling. 
Now if NH HA G is an extension of G by N, the associated coupling con- 
sists of the left and bottom sides of the diagram 
ZN ZN 
7l 
N-H-G (4) 
I 1 ! K 
x 
InnNY C-G 
together with the action Q of C on N defined by 
~(c)(n) = ZznK’ where I = c. 
It will be convenient later to regard C as the quotient of the semidirect product 
HK Inn(N) (where the action of H on Inn(N) is that induced from the inner auto- 
morphism action of H on its normal subgroup N) by the normal subgroup 
d ={(n,Z;‘)ln~N}. We write elements of C as (h,y,), ~EH, vEInn(N), and we 
now have 
and 
(h,yl)=(hn,Z;‘op) for rz~N 
(h,,(D,)(h2,V)2)=(h,hz,Z~h,lV),ZhzV?2). 
The action of C on N is 
e((k v))(n) =Z,,(V?@)). 
Lastly, K is h - (h, id). One can easily check the consistency of this definition with 
that of the standard definition of the abstract kernel associated to an extension. 
Definition 1.3. Let (C,Q> be a coupling of G with N. Then NH H* G is a lift of, 
or an operator extension for, the coupling if there is a morphism K : HA C such that 
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77 
N-H-G 
I I 1 K 
x 
Inn(N) W C - G 
commutes, and such that hnh-’ = @(~(h))(n) for n EN, h E H. 
Note that this definition is independent of the particular representative (C,Q) 
chosen. 
Definition 1.4. Let (C,.Q) be a coupling of G with N. Two operator extensions 
‘I 
N+-+H,zG and NAH,%G 
are equivalent if there is an isomorphism v, : H, -‘Hz such that 7t20v)=7r,, ~oI,=I~ 
and K~~v)=Ic~. 
The set of equivalence classes of operator extensions is denoted Opext(G, N, (C, Q>). 
Now consider a fixed coupling (C,Q) of G with N. Notice that G acts on ZN by 
(g,z) - Q(C)(Z), where x(c) =g; denote this action by Q’. Choose a transversal 
a:G+Cfor~witha(l)=l,anddefineR,:GxG-+InnNby 
R,(g,,g2) = dm-1e3P(&h 
Choose a lift l? : G x G + N of R, with k(g, 1) = R(1, g) = 1 for all g; that p is a lift 
of R, means that Iol? = R,. Now define e : G x G x G-t N by 
ehg2,gd =~(g,g2,g3)e(~(g3)-l)(~(gl,g2))~(g2,g3)-l~(gl,g2g3)~‘; 
one sees that e takes values in ZN. It is routine to verify that e is a normalized 
3-cocycle and that [e] E H3(G,@‘, ZN) is well-defined independently of all the 
choices involved in the definition of e. 
If e is the zero cocycle, then a group structure is defined on the set H= G x N by 
(g,, n,u,, n2> = (g,g27 ac,,,g,)e(o(g,)-‘)(nl)nz), 
and NH H--H G becomes an extension, where the maps are the obvious ones. Now 
define K : H+ C by (g, n) H a(g)Z,; this map makes NW H-w G a lift of (C, Q). If 
e is merely cohomologous to zero, multiply the lift Z? by any 2-cochain whose co- 
boundary is e. This new lift defines a new obstruction cocycle e’ which is precisely 
zero. 
It is manifest that the coupling associated to an extension NH H-r, G has 
[e] = 0 E H3(G, ZN); one chooses (T to be K 0 6 for some transversal 6 : G--t H, and 
one then chooses R to be R,. 
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Now suppose that (C, Q) is a coupling with [e] = 0 E H3(G, ZN). Define an action 
of H2(G,ZN) on Opext(G, N, CC,@>) as follows: Given an operator extension 
choose a transversal 5 : G -+ H for n and let I? be the associated map 
GxG-N, (gltg2) ++ d(g,,g,)~‘~(g,)~(g,). 
Given [f] E H2(G, ZN), observe that f?f is also a lift of R = K~I? and defines the 
zero 3-cocycle; let 
be the extension constructed from Rf. It is routine to verify that this gives a well- 
defined action of H2(G, ZN) on Opext(G, N, (C, Q)), and that the action is free and 
transitive. Furthermore, this action corresponds to the standard one. 
One of the minor benefits of this treatment is that if N=A is abelian, then a 
coupling of G with A is simply a representation of G on A, and the classification 
of operator extensions A )-t H+ G by H2(G,A) is thus easily obtainable from the 
nonabelian case. 
All the foregoing applies to arbitrary crossed modules; a given crossed module 
K 
Q : C -+ Aut(N) 
a 
f 
x 
J-C-G 
defines an obstruction class e E H3(G, ek, K); one may find a lifted extension 
(NH H-rt G, K) iff e = 0, and equivalence classes of lifted extensions are classified 
by H2(G, ek, K). The checking is straightforward. 
This point of view was already taken by Dedecker [7]; in particular the view of 
an operator extension as a lift in (4) is a special case of a diagram in [7]; namely 
those extensions with ‘crest’ (c&e) the identity. However, Dedecker was concerned 
with a much more general class of lifted extensions, to classify which he needed the 
full force of his nonabelian cohomology theory. One of the points of the classifica- 
tion given here is that one needs only the well-understood abelian cohomology. 
As an introduction to Section 3, we very briefly consider crossed modules of Lie 
groups. All Lie groups are real, Hausdorff and have at most countably many com- 
ponents. 
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Definition 1.5. A closed crossed module of Lie groups is a crossed module (N, a, C, Q) 
in which N and C are Lie groups, Q is a smooth representation of C on N, and 8 
is a smooth morphism with image closed in C. 
The final condition ensures that the cokernel is Hausdorff. Notice that any non- 
closed subgroup of an abelian Lie group gives an example of a crossed module of 
Lie groups which is not a closed crossed module. By a coupling of Lie groups we 
will mean a coupling of the underlying groups which is a closed crossed module. 
Couplings of Lie groups are easy to find. A natural example of a closed crossed 
module of Lie groups which is not generally a coupling is 
Go Ad : G + Aut(G’,) 
where G is a Lie group, Go is its identity component, and 6, is the universal covering 
of GO. By Ad we here mean the adjoint action of G on its Lie algebra g, transferred 
to Go. Although this is a Lie group problem, the obstruction class e E H3(rroG, rc, G) 
is the sole obstruction to the existence of a Lie group H with Ho= GO, rcoH= n,G 
and a suitable projection H* G; see [22] and [S]. 
For general closed crossed modules of Lie groups, the definition of an obstruction 
class is a nontrivial matter and will be tackled elsewhere. Notice that the ‘universal’ 
example, (N, Z, Aut(N), id), is not generally closed. 
2. Lie groupoids and principal bundles 
In this section we collect some necessary background on Lie groupoids and their 
relationship with principal bundles. We will be brief; for fuller accounts see, for 
example, [13,17,18]. Throughout the rest of this paper all manifolds are real, para- 
compact, C”, and of constant dimension. 
Definition 2.1. A groupoid on base B is a set Q together with maps a: 52+ B, 
fi: Q + B and E: B+ f2, x- 2, called respectively the source, the target and the 
object inclusion map, and a partial multiplication K : i2 * 52 + Q, (q, r) - &, where 
~*r={(r,r)~DxQIarl=Pr}, such that 
(i) a(r5) = o(r) and P(Y<) = P(V) for all (II, 0 E Q *Q; 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
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a(x2=P(x>=x for all XEB; 
[(qt) = (iv)< whenever a~ =pr and cxi = /Iv; 
(a=< and pt=<, where x=& and y=j3<, for all {EQ; 
For each r~ 62 there exists a unique <-’ E !2 such that a((-‘) =/I(<), _ -_ 
The set B can be identified with {Z/XE B} c Q and may be thought of as the set 
of identity elements for the multiplication in Q. 
For differential geometric purposes, a prototypical example of a groupoid is given 
by a manifold B and the set 52 of linear isomorphisms between the various tangent 
spaces to B. Then for <: T(B),- T(B), in !2, define a(c) =x, and /3(r) =y. For 
XEB, let 2 be 
id.,), . 
Lastly, let K be the standard composition of maps. 
Example 2.2. Let P(B, G, p) be a principal bundle, and consider the diagonal action 
of G on Px P, namely (u, u)g= (ug, ug). Denote the orbit of (u, u) by (u, U> and the 
set of orbits by 
PXP 
G . 
It is easy to see that this set is a smooth manifold; indeed 
PxP(~,G) 
is itself a principal bundle. Now 
PXP 
G 
is a groupoid on B under the structure 
a((n, u>) =P(U), P((u, u>) =p(u); 
.z?=(u,u) for any uEp_l(x) 
and 
<W, u>(u, u> ‘(WY u>. 
To appreciate the definition of this multiplication, take any two elements 
q=(u2,z+) and <=(u,,ut) in 
PXP 
G 
with (Y(V) =/3(t). Then p(z+) =p(u,) so there exists a unique gE G with u2 = u,g. 
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Now (u,, uz> = <vK’, or) and so the definition of the multiplication applies and we 
get 
Example 2.3. Consider a set B and a group G. The set B x G x B carries the groupoid 
structure 
cO,g,x)=x, P(v,g,x)=_Y; 2=(x, 1,x) 
and 
(z, 4 r)O? g, x) = (z, hg, 4. 
Applying Example 2.2 to the trivial bundle B x G(B, G), for a manifold B and Lie 
group G, one obtains precisely this groupoid, and it is accordingly called the trivial 
groupoid on B with group G. 
Taking G= 1, we refer to BX B as the pair groupoid on B. 
Likewise, applying Example 2.2 to the universal covering B(B, TIC B) of a con- 
nected manifold B yields the fundamental groupoid of B. 
All of these examples are transitive in the following sense: 
Definition 2.4. A groupoid Q on B is transitive if for all x, y E B there is an element 
<E Q such that (-wt = x, PC = y. 
Transitivity ensures considerable homogeneity in a groupoid as we shall see. 
Definition 2.5. Consider groupoids Q on B and Q’ on B’. A morphism from 52 to 
Q’ is a pair of maps p: Q+Q’, qq,: B +B’such that cr’oy,=q~~~cr, ~‘~v)=~~o~, 
and v(v$) = ul(l?)~(T) whenever (v, 0 E Q * 0. 
In the case where B= B’ and qre=id, we say that v, is a morphism over B, or is 
base-preserving. 
It follows that POE = E’o~~. As a single example, it is easy to see that a mor- 
phism of principal bundles v)(po, f) : P(B, G) + P’(B’, G’) induces a morphism of 
the associated groupoids 
PXP P’x P’ 
G G’ ’ 
(u, u> - (V(V), V(U)>. 
We are, of course, primarily interested in groupoids with an additional smooth 
structure. 
Definition 2.6. A differentiable groupoid is a groupoid Q on base B together with 
smooth structures on Q and B such that (Y, p : 12 + B are surjective submersions and 
&:B+Q and K:L?*~~+Q are smooth. 
A morphism of differentiable groupoids v, : 52 + Q’, cpo : B+ B’ is a morphism of 
the underlying groupoids such that ~7 (and hence qo) are smooth. 
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For the smoothness of K, notice that the conditions on (x and p ensure that !S * Q 
is a closed, embedded submanifold of Q x 0. It also follows, by an argument similar 
to that used for Lie groups, that < H r-l, Q -+ Q is smooth, and hence a diffeo- 
morphism. 
The concept of differentiable groupoid was introduced by Ehresmann in the 
1950’s; see also Pradines [19a]. Here we are concerned only with those differentiable 
groupoids which satisfy a local triviality condition (Definition 2.7 below) and to 
express this we need some further preliminaries. 
For any groupoid Q and any x,y E B, write sZ,= a-r(x), sZy =p-‘(y) and Q2,y = 
Q2,fl Oy. Call Sz, the a-fibre over x, and Qy the /I-fibre over y. For each x E B, the 
multiplication in 52 gives a group structure on Q2,x; call it the vertex group at x. This 
group acts freely to the right on QX, and the orbits of the action are equal to the 
fibres of /3Y, the restriction to Q, of p. 
Each element <E .QJ defines a right-translation Rg : fly + Sz,, q H ~5, and a so- 
called inner automorphism I, : Q,X- L$“, A - [A<p’, which is an isomorphism of 
the vertex groups. Thus in a transitive groupoid the vertex groups are all isomorphic 
and, further, the 
are isomorphisms of the ‘set-theoretic principal bundles’ at x and y. 
Definition 2.7. A Lie groupoid is a transitive differentiable groupoid D on a base 
manifold B such that j3, : 0, + B is a submersion (that is, is of maximal rank) for 
some, and hence every, XE B. 
It follows that each QX(B,Q;“,flX) is a principal bundle in the standard sense; 
further, all these principal bundles are isomorphic under the R[‘(idB,Zr). 
The local triviality properties of a Lie groupoid Q are thus expressed by local sec- 
tions of any fixed vertex bundle. Namely, we choose b E B as a reference-point and 
consider maps 
~j : r/i j ~-2, with Pbooi=idU,, 
where { Ui) is an open cover of B. We refer to such a family { cri : Uj + Q, ) as a 
section-atlas for Q, or for Q,(B,Qi). The associated transition functions can now 
be expressed simply as SD : U;j + Qi, x ++ ~;(x)~‘~J~(x) where U;j = Uin Uj#0; these 
are the transition functions for Qb(B,Qi) in the standard sense. Each section 
(T; : U;- Qb induces an isomorphism of Lie groupoids over CJ, from the trivial 
groupoid U, x Q,b x U, to the restriction 
by (y,g,x) - a,(y)ga;(x))‘. Further details of this formalism for Lie groupoids are 
given in [17, 11$2]. 
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A remarkable theorem of Pradines (see [17, III§l] or [20]) asserts that for an 
arbitrary differentiable groupoid, all the maps /3, : R, * B are of locally constant 
rank. From this it follows that, for the standard concept of manifold with which 
we are dealing here, a transitive differentiable groupoid is automatically Lie. 
However, for more general forms of the manifold concept this is not the case. 
This usage of the term ‘Lie groupoid’ seems to be due to Ng6 Van Que [18], 
following Matushima. 
We have seen that to a Lie groupoid a on base B there is associated a collection 
of principal bundles Q,(B,Q~), all of which are mutually isomorphic, but not - 
in general - in any canonical way. Conversely, Example 2.2 associates to any prin- 
cipal bundle P(B, G, p) a groupoid 
PXP 
E(P)=?, 
sometimes called the Ehresmann groupoid of P(B, G), which is easily seen to be Lie. 
In fact if one chooses a reference point u0 E P, then the vertex principal bundle 
over x0 =p(uO) is isomorphic to P(B, G) under the maps 
P+E(P),, u ++ (4 uo> 
and 
G+E(P);;, g ++ (u,g, uo>. 
Conversely, any Lie groupoid _Cr is isomorphic to the Lie groupoid 
associated to any of its vertex bundles !SX(B,!Sc), under 
E(S2,) + Q2, 0l, 0 ++ K’. 
It is a fact of life that these two constructions do not give a complete bijective cor- 
respondence between the concepts of Lie groupoid and principal bundle, but depend 
upon the choice of reference-points. Many large classes of principal bundles - for 
example, all frame bundles associated to structured manifolds - themselves depend 
on a rather arbitrary choice of reference point (the choice of a specific fibre as 
typical fibre is effectively the choice of a reference point) and in these cases the 
groupoid seems the more natural object. On the other hand the principal bundle 
G(G/H, H) defined by a Lie group G and a closed subgroup His more natural than 
the corresponding groupoid. 
Changing the reference-point u0 in a principal bundle P(B, G) to a point tlog in 
the same fibre leads to automorphisms of P(B, G) of the form R,-l(id,Z,). For 
details see, for example, [17, Il§l]. 
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Now a principal bundle comes with its structure group readily displayed, but for 
a general Lie groupoid $2 there is no natural way to single out a particular vertex 
group. We therefore consider the union of all the vertex groups, 
u Q,x, 
XEB 
which we denote by IQ and call the gauge group bundle of fl (called in [ 171 the inner 
group bundle of Q). It is a Lie group bundle in the sense of the following definition, 
which goes back at least to [8]: 
Definition 2.8, A Lie group bundle, or LGB, is a triple (I@ p, B) in which p : M+ B 
is a smooth surjective submersion, each M,=p-l(x), XE B, has a Lie group struc- 
ture, and there is a Lie group G, called the fibre-type of M, with respect to which 
p is locally trivial in the sense that there is an open cover {CT;} of B and charts 
~/r: UixG-M, 
for which each I,v~,~ : G + M,, g--f vi(x, g), is a Lie group isomorphism. 
A morphism of LGB’s from (M, p, B) to (M’, p’, B’) is a pair of maps v, : M-+ M’, 
CJQ : B + B’ such that p’o rp = qq, op and each 
ox : Mx + M;,(x) 7 XEB, 
is a Lie group morphism. 
It is worth noting that an LGB is itself a differentiable groupoid on B. 
For a Lie groupoid Q, fix b E B, let (0; : Uj + Q,} be a system of local sections 
for the vertex principal bundle at b, and consider the associated inner automorphisms 
I,, : Ui X sZ,b ---) ISZ I”, ) C-&g) ++ oi(x)g~j(x)-l* 
These give an LGB atlas for ZQ. 
If one starts with a principal bundle P(B, G), the inner group bundle of 
PXP 
G 
is naturally isomorphic to 
PxG 
G 
the fibre bundle associated to P(B, G) through the inner automorphism action of G 
on itself. Thus elements of 
PxG 
G 
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are orbits (u, g> of P x G under the action (u, g)h = (uh, h-‘gh). The group structure 
in a fibre 
PxG 
G x 
is then the natural one, namely (u,g,>(u,g2> =(u,glg2). This is the bundle whose 
space of sections forms what is called, in the physics literature, the gauge group of 
P(& G). 
The structure group of a principal bundle is sometimes thought of as the ‘kernel’ 
of the bundle projection. In a similar way, but much more precisely, the gauge 
group bundle of a Lie groupoid is the kernel of a certain natural morphism. Namely, 
for a differentiable groupoid Q on B, define (/3, a) : B + B x B, 5 ++ (PC, a[). This is 
a morphism of differentiable groupoids over B into the pair groupoid B x B. In [ 171 
we have called it the anchor of Q. The following result is easy to check, using local 
sections of the maps concerned: 
Proposition 2.9. A differentiable groupoid 52 on B is Lie iff the anchor (/3, a) : Q + 
B x B is a surjective submersion. 0 
Thus for a Lie groupoid .Q we have a sequence 
K?>-~QEBxB (5) 
which is exact not only in the obvious algebraic sense but also in the smooth sense 
that IQ-+Q is a closed embedding and @,a) is of maximal rank. 
Our purpose in Section 3 is to show that (5) and its principal bundle version, 
PxG ~ PxP 
__ +BxB 
G G (6) 
are classified by a suitable abelian Tech cohomology. 
3. The classification 
We first need some basic algebraic constructions. For the general algebra of 
groupoids see Higgins [ 111; the constructions we need here are summarized in [17, 
Chapter I]. 
For two transitive groupoids, 52, Q‘ on the same base B, and a base-preserving 
morphism v, : R -+ Q’, it is easy to see that the kernel of v, by which we mean 
{ < E Q ) FLXE B: q(l) =a}, is entirely contained in 1Q. Therefore, in the definition of 
a quotient groupoid, it will suffice to consider normal subgroupoids of Q which are 
contained in IC2. 
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Definition 3.1. Let R be a transitive groupoid on B. 
(i) A normal subgroupoid of !S is a subset M of ZQ which contains (2 IXE B}, 
which is closed under the multiplication and inversion in Q, and which is such that 
4(m<P’ EM for every m EM and every 5 E 52 for which <rnr-’ is defined. 
(ii) Let M be a normal subgroupoid of Q. Then the quotient groupoid Q/M is the 
groupoid on B whose elements are the cosets (5) = (rrn 1 m EM, at =/3m> and whose 
structure is given by @((<>)=a(<), p((<>)=P(0, E(X)=(~), and (I) =010 
whenever defined. 
It is straightforward to check that Q/M is indeed a groupoid and that the natural 
map h : 52 + Q/M, 5 - (0, is a morphism over B with kernel M. 
Now suppose that Q is a Lie groupoid and that M is a normal subgroupoid of 
Q which is a closed embedded submanifold of Q. Then, because the inner auto- 
morphism of 52 restrict to M, it is automatic that M is an LGB. One can prove easily 
enough that the graph of the equivalence relation “[=q o Bm EM: <= qm” is a 
closed embedded submanifold of Q x 52 and it therefore follows, by the criterion of 
Godement, that the quotient manifold Q/M exists (see [17, III 1.321, for example). 
Now by working locally one can see that this structure makes Q/M a Lie groupoid 
(compare [17, II 2.151). 
We denote this situation by the exact sequence M+ Q * Q/M. 
Definition 3.2. Let Q be a Lie groupoid on a base manifold B, and let (M, p, B) be 
an LGB on B. A representation of Q on M is a smooth map Q : Q *M+ M, where 
R *M is the pullback manifold {(I$ m) E Q x M 1 a( =pm}, such that 
(0 p(e(C m)) = P(O for (5, m) E Q *M; 
(ii) Q(V, ~(5, m)) = Q(v<, m) for all m, r,-, < such that (& m) E .Q * Mand (r, 0 E 52 * 52; 
(iii) @(pm, m) = m for all m EM; 
(iv) e(r) : Mar -+Mpt, m ++ e(&m), is a Lie group isomorphism for all <EQ. 
The concept of a groupoid representation on a fibered manifold is due to Ehres- 
mann. To an LGB M one can associate a Lie groupoid I7(M) on the same base B, 
whose elements are the Lie group isomorphisms between the fibres of M, and a 
representation of Q on Mean then be considered to be a morphism of Lie groupoids 
Q + n(M). See, for example, [17]. We do not need this formulation here. 
Definition 3.3. A closed crossed module of Lie groupoids is a quadruple (M, a, E, Q), 
where .? ’ IS a Lie groupoid on base B, where M is an LGB on the same base, where 
a:M-+&z=“’ 1s a morphism of differentiable groupoids over B, and where Q is a repre- 
sentation of Z on M, all such that 
(i) a(@(& m)) = &3(m)<-’ for all (<, m) E Z * M; 
(ii) &a(m), ml) = mm’mP1 for all m,m’EM with p(m) =p(m’); and 
(iii) im(a) is a closed embedded submanifold of z. 
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Crossed modules of (set-theoretic) groupoids were considered by Brown and 
Higgins [4]; their Theorem 6.2 shows (as a special case) that crossed modules of 
groupoids are equivalent to double groupoids of a certain type. 
Notice that im(a) must lie entirely in ZE, and is normal in .Y. The image of a mor- 
phism of LGB’s may easily fail to be an LGB itself, since an arbitrary morphism 
may (for example) be constant on one fibre and injective on all others. That this 
cannot happen here is assured by the normalcy of im(a). We denote im(8) by J and 
the quotient .VJ by Q. Regarding a temporarily as a morphism of LGB’s a: M+ J 
over B, and (as such) a surjective submersion, it has a kernel LGB on B, which we 
denote by K. We express all this in the diagram 
K 
As in Section 1, we say that (M, d,.F,@) is a closed crossed module on f2 with kernel 
K. Notice that Q induces a representation of Q on K, which we denote by eK. 
The definition of equivalence of closed crossed modules of Lie groupoids is iden- 
tical in form to that of Section 1, and we denote an equivalence class of closed 
crossed modules by (M, a, z, Q). Similarly, by a coupling of a Lie groupoid Q with 
an LGB M on the same base, we mean a closed crossed module (M, Z, E, Q> on Q 
with kernel ZM, the centre of M. Here ZM is the kernel of Z:M+Aut(M), 
m-(ml - mm’mP’), h’ h w tc is easily seen to be a base-preserving LGB morphism 
with well-defined kernel and image. Aut(M) itself is the LGB whose fibre over XE B 
is the Lie group Aut(M,) and whose charts 
i,u : U; x Aut(G) + Aut(M),, 
are constructed from charts 
vi: UiXG-tM”, 
for M by v/,,,(d = w;,.~vJ~w$. When Q and M are understood, we denote a 
coupling by (z, Q) as in Section 1. Lastly, given an extension 
of a Lie groupoid Q by an LGB M on the same base, the associated coupling is 
(M, Z, @/ZM, Q) obtained from the diagram 
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ZM ZM 
Y Y 
x ” 
Inn(M) m @/ZM- Q 
exactly as in Section 1. 
We propose here to study the lifting problem only for those closed crossed 
modules with Q = Bx B, the pair Lie groupoid on B. That this is already an in- 
teresting question is, we believe, shown by what follows. The general case is a pro- 
blem of a wholly different order, and will be tackled elsewhere. As in Section 1, we 
give the calculations only in the case of couplings. 
Suppose, therefore, that we have a manifold B, an LGB (M, p, B) on B, and a 
coupling (E, ,o) of B x B with M. Thus 
Inn(M) t-, 2AB.B 
displays z as a Lie groupoid on B with inner group bundle isomorphic to Inn(M). 
Fix a reference-point b E B, and write N=M,. Choose a simple open cover 
021= {U;} of B, and a section-atlas {(Si : Cl;--+ Ebb) for z. Let S;j : LT;j + Inn(N) be the 
associated transition functions. Since c’;j is contractible, there exist maps Sti : UIJ + N 
such that IO!?ij=S;j. Define eijk: uijk+ N by 
ei,k (X) = 3jk (X)i;k (X)- ‘Sij (X); 
evidently lo eijk is constant at idN, and so e;jk takes values in ZN. A routine calcula- 
tion shows that, for Utik[fO, 
ejkl- eik[ $_ eijl- evk E 0 E ZN 
and so e is a 2-cocycle in H2( G?J, ZN), the Tech cohomology of B with respect to 
the cover GY, and with coefficients in the sheaf of germs of local maps from B to 
ZN. 
It is trivial to see that if a second family of lifts Ulj --t N of the S;j is chosen, then 
the resulting cocycle is cohomologous to e. More generally, if {ai’: U, --t Eb} is a 
second section-atlas for E with respect to the same simple open cover 4Y, then 
a;‘= oiri for maps ri : U, + Inn(N), and since the U, are contractible, one can write 
ri= lo ni for maps nj : Uj+ N. Given lifts fU of the original transition functions 
SO : Uij+ Inn(N), it now follows that ~jj= n;‘~~ijnj are lifts of the transition func- 
tions s; for {a,!}. The cocycle defined by these ~ij is now e,;k = njdleijknj, and since 
e takes values in ZN, the two cocycles are equal. There is therefore a well-defined 
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element eEg2( %Y,ZN) and, by the usual inductive process, of A2(&ZN). We call 
e E E?‘(B, ZN) the obstruction c/ass of the coupling (3, Q). 
Theorem 3.4. Continuing the above notation, there exists a Lie groupoid Sz on B 
with gauge group bundle isomorphic to A4 and coupling (Z, Q) ifj e = 0 E A2(B, ZN). 
Proof. Assume that e = 0. Take a simple open cover 4Y = {U,} of B and a section- 
atlas { ~7; : Ui -+ .?b} for E”. Take a family of lifts .Fti : Uij+ N of the transition func- 
tions s,~. Then there exists a cochain {Zij} in 2 ‘( %?JJ, ZN) with $,&15jJ = zjk - zik + zij 
and SO the maps $ij=S;,Zij’ : Or, + N form an N-valued cocycle on B. Note that 
Io+~o.+sjj. 
In [17, II 2.191 we demonstrated the construction of a Lie groupoid directly from 
a cocycle. Applying this to (ZU}, take X to be the disjoint union 
LI (UjxNx U,) 
;, j 
and define on X the equivalence relation 
(j,y,n,x,i)-(j’,y’,n’,x’,i’) e y=y’, x=x’ and 
n’=.fjy(y)niiir(X). 
Let Q be X/-, and denote elements of Q by (j,~,n,x, i). The groupoid structure 
on Sz is 
a((j,r,n,x,i>)=x, P(j,y, n,x, i>) =y, 
Z=(i,x, l,x,i) for any i with XE Uiy 
and multiplication 
(k,z,n,,y,j2)(j,,y,nl,x,i)=(k,z,n,sj,,,~)n,,x,i). 
It is routine to verify that D is a transitive groupoid on B. Place a manifold structure 
on Q using the charts 
UjXNX Ui-a~, (y,n,x)- (j,y,n,x,i). 
Then it is straightforward to verify that Q is a Lie groupoid on the manifold B. 
Define I: M-Q by mapping ~(o;(x),n)~M, to (i,x,n,x,i). Notice that the 
representation Q in fact induces an atlas of LGB charts @(ai( for M. Thus every 
element of M, say m E IV,, can be represented as @(a,(x), n) for any i with XE U;. 
It is trivial to check that z is well defined, and an isomorphism of LGB’s over B onto 
152. Thus we have 
Define rc:Q-+E by (j,y,n,x,i> c ojOl)l,a;(x)-‘. Again one checks easily that K 
is well defined, a surjective submersion and a morphism of Lie groupoids over B. 
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To see that 
Inn(M) -2 
commutes, recall that ZeCoCrn) = tZ,r-’ for [E E, m E Mar; this is Definition 3.3(i). 
Taking r = a;(x) and m = n E N = Mb, this gives 
I g(o,(x),n) = (K o l)(@(Q;(X), n)), 
as required. 
It remains to verify that the action of E on M induced by the diagram (compare 
(4) and Definition 1.3) 
ZM ZM 
I I I K 
X 
Inn(M)BxB 
coincides with the given Q. Take UEQ, say co=Cj, y,n,x,i), and m EMIL, say 
m =~(cr~,(x), n’); it is no loss of generality to assume that i’=i. Now wz(m)cK’ = 
(j, y,nn’n-’ , y, j), by the definition of I and the multiplication in Q. On the 
other hand, K(W) is equal to aj(y)Z,aj(x)-’ and so Q(K(w),~) =~(a~(y)Z,,n’)= 
e(oj(y),nn’n~‘), using Definition 3.3(ii). So wl(m)C’ = z(Q(K(o),~)), as required. 
This completes the proof that 
M/_Q Mff) 
---+BxB,K 
is a lift of the coupling X.5’,@>. 
The converse is a trivial verification. 0 
For the next result, consider a coupling of B x B with M for which e E fi2(B, 23) 
is zero. As in Section 1, let Opext(B x B, M, (E, Q)) denote the set of equivalence 
classes of operator Lie groupoids 
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for the coupling (.F,,e> (compare Definitions 1.3 and 1.4). We define an action of 
Z-?‘(B,ZN) on Opext(Bx B,M, (3,~)). 
Consider an operator Lie groupoid 
(A (.u) 
-BxB,rc 
> 
for (E, Q), and an element f Efi’(B,ZN). Let Q = { Ui} be a simple open cover for 
B. Now principal bundles on a contractible base are trivializable and Lie groupoids, 
by the remarks in Section 2, are also, so there exists a section-atlas { Bi : U;+ Q,} 
for Q. Here b is a reference-point in B and N=M, . Let {$ : Uij --t N} denote the 
transition functions for { Bi}. Let {fj : U,+ ZN} be a cocycle representing f 
with respect to GY. Then the maps sijfij: Uij --f N satisfy the cocycle equation and 
lo (&Jj) =ZO$~. By following through the proof of Theorem 3.4, one can see that 
Qf, the Lie groupoid constructed from the sU&, is an operator Lie groupoid 
for (.?,Q>. 
We prove that this action Q - Qf is well defined. Suppose that 
is a second operator Lie groupoid, equivalent to the first under p : Q + ~2’. Choose 
a section-atlas {Bi’: Uj+ Sz;} for 0’ with respect to the same Q/ and b, and write 
Bi’=(po&i)r;, where ri : Ui -+ N. (Here we are omitting the embedding I’.) Then 
$= r,Tt.?,rj. Define vs: Qf + (Q’)f by 
ulf((j,y,n,x,i))=(j,y,rj(y)-‘nr;(x),x,i). 
This is well defined because the ~j are central. We verify that ~~0 zf = (I’)~. Repre- 
sentmEMase(ai(x),n),whereai=KoBi.Then(~fo,f)(,)=(i,x,,j(x)~i,rj(x),x,i). 
To calculate (~‘)~(m) one must represent m as a value of 
Evidently m =,~((~‘~~~)(x),r~(x)~~nr~(x)) and one obtains the desired result. 
The proof that the action is well defined with respect to representatives off, and 
choice of simple open cover, is similar. We thus have a well-defined action of 
l?‘(B,ZN) on Opext(Bx B,M, (E,Q)); the action property itself is evident. 
Theorem 3.5. Let (.?,“,e> be a coupling of a pair Lie groupoid B x B with an LGB 
M on B for which the obstruction class eEk’(B,ZN) is zero. (Here N=M, for 
some bEB.) 
Then the above action of &‘(B,ZN) on Opext(B x B,M, (E,,e>) is free and 
transitive. 
Proof. Consider an operator Lie groupoid 
M‘Q 
(A ff) 
-BxB,K 
> 
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and a class f E gi(B, ZN), and suppose that 
is equivalent to (M>-t Q -+ B x B, IC) under v, : 52 + Qf. We must prove that f = 0. 
Take (6, : U, + Q,} for a simple open cover GV = {U,} of B, as usual, and let 
{s^v: U,j- N} be th e t ransition functions. Choose an index i, with 
b E u,, 
and denote the map U,+ (Qf)b, x H (i,x, Lb, io> by 6;; Notice that 
d,‘,(b) = 6. 
Write (9 0 6;)(x) = (i, x, r;(x), 6, io), thereby defining r, : U, + N. Then 
by calculation. In particular (9 0 l)(m), where m = ~(0, (x), n) and cr; = K 0 8i, is equal 
to (i,x,rj(x)nrj(x)p’,x,i). On the other hand, (q~oz)(m)=z~(m)=(i,x,n,x,i>, where 
we have used ~‘0 cp = K. Since this holds for all y1 EN, it follows that each Ye is 
central. 
Now oj = 6$, and v, o$;j =$;j, SO the s^ij are also the transition functions for the 
section-atlas (~06~ : U,- (SZf),}. On the other hand, direct calculation with the 
formula defining Ti shows that the transition functions for {~oSi} are r,“.9bh;rj. 
Since r, and rj are central, we get f,J = r, - rj and this shows that f is the coboundary 
of -r E C”( %,ZN). Thus the action is free. 
We sketch the proof that the action is transitive. Consider two operator Lie 
groupoids, (MM D - B x B, K) and (M’H Q’+ B X B, K’). Let {ai : U, + Eb} be a 
section-atlas for 3” with respect to a simple cover %Y; since each Uj is contractible, 
and since Qb(.Yb, ZN,K~) is itself a principal bundle, each cri can be lifted to 
8i: (/i~nb, and 
follows. Similarly one obtains a section-atlas { 0,‘: U; + Sz;} for Q’. For the cor- 
responding transition functions we have 10 iij = sU = ‘0.9~; SO the map ~ij = .$T’$> takes 
values in ZN. NOW .$>=i;jAy=fjs^ij and a manipulation with these shows that {fj} 
is a cocycle. 0 
We submit that Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 give the classification of locally trivial 
groupoids which is proper to them, as compared with the rather awkward direct 
translation of the cocycle classification of principal bundles ([17, 11521). 
Results identical in form to Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 hold for any closed crossed 
module over B x B. See Remark 4.1. 
Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 grew out of the author’s construction [17] of an integrabili- 
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ty obstruction for transitive Lie algebroids on a simply-connected base and we now 
briefly describe how that obstruction fits into the present framework. 
To every principal bundle P(B, G) there is associated the Atiyah sequence [2] 
Pxg TP 
adP=- +---TB 
G G 
(7) 
in which ad P is the Lie algebra bundle associated to P(B, G) through the adjoint 
representation of G on g (and which could be called the gauge algebra bundle) and 
TP 
G 
is the vector bundle on B obtained by quotienting TP+ P over the action of G. Sec- 
tions of 
TP 
G 
are naturally identified with G-invariant vector fields on P and so 
acquires a Lie bracket. The structure which results was abstracted by Pradines [ 19b] 
into the following concept: 
Definition 3.6. A transitive Lie algebroid on a manifold B is a vector bundle A on 
B equipped with a surjective morphism a : A + TB of vector bundles over B, and a 
bracket [ , ] on TA, the module of global sections of A, which obeys the Jacobi 
identity, is alternating, and is such that 
(i) a[X, Y] = [aX,aY] for all X, YETA; 
(ii) [X,fY] =f[X, Y] + a(X)Cf)Y for all X, YETA, f: B + R, 
We usually write a transitive Lie algebroid as an exact sequence L 2-t A * TB; 
note that [ , ] restricts to TL and in fact L is always a Lie algebra bundle ([ 17, IV$l]). 
It was for many years widely believed that every transitive Lie algebroid was the 
Atiyah sequence of some principal bundle; finally it was announced in [I] by 
Almeida and Molino that there exist transitive Lie algebroids which are not in- 
tegrable in this sense (their examples arise from transversally complete foliations). 
In [17] we constructed a single cohomological invariant attached to a transitive Lie 
algebroid on a simply-connected base which gives a necessary and sufficient condi- 
tion for integrability. Namely, given a transitive Lie algebroid L HA --H TB with B 
simply-connected, let Q be the fibre-type of L, let G be the simply-connected group 
corresponding to g, and let ZG be the centre of 6. Then the integrability obstruction 
e of [17] is a certain element of A2(B,Z@ and A is integrable iff e actually lies in 
f?‘(B,D) for some discrete subgroup D of Zd. (Alternatively one can say that A is 
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integrable iff there exists a connected Lie group G with Lie algebra g such that the 
corresponding element of A2(B, ZG) is zero.) 
Here fi2(B,ZG) is Tech cohomology with respect to the sheaf of germs of 
constant maps B + Ze (to denote which we use italic in place of bold for ZG). Com- 
paring the construction in [ 171 with that given here, one can see that the integrability 
obstruction is in fact the obstruction class for a certain coupling of Lie groupoids 
which is implicit in the constructions of [ 17, V§ 11. That the integrability obstruction 
lies in the Tech cohomology with respect to constant maps reflects the fact that one 
is seeking a Lie groupoid (or principal bundle) for which not only the coupling is 
prescribed, but also the Lie algebroid. The prescription of the Lie algebroid in effect 
sets the relevant derivatives equal to zero. 
Now in Theorem 3.5, l?‘(B,ZN) contains fi’(B,ZN) and one can easily check 
that two Lie groupoids M++ 52” * B x B, v = 1,2 differ by an element of l?‘(B, ZN) 
iff they have the same coupling and the same Lie algebroid. This is a generalisation 
of the well-known classification of principal bundles with a flat connection by tran- 
sition functions which are (locally) constant. 
4. Three remarks 
Remark 4.1. We briefly describe the formulation of these results in terms of prin- 
cipal bundles. Firstly, by an extension of principal bundles we understand a se- 
quence (compare [9, lo]) 
NH Q(B, H) A P(B, G) 
in which rr denotes both a surjective morphism of Lie groups H-rt G such that 
is exact, and a surjective submersion Q + P such that rr(id,, rr) : Q(B, H) --H P(B, G) 
is a morphism of principal bundles. Secondly, by a closed crossed module of prin- 
cipal bundles we understand a diagram 
N e : C -+ Aut(N) 
a 
* 
J - S(B, C) 
X 
- P(B, G) 
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in which the row is to be an extension of principal bundles, and (N, a, C, Q) is to be 
a closed crossed module of Lie groups. The definitions of a coupling of principal 
bundles, of the coupling associated to an extension of principal bundles, and of a 
lifted or operator extension of principal bundles, follow the pattern of Sections 1 
and 3. 
Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 now take the following form: 
Theorem 3.4’. Let B be a manifold and let G be a Lie group. Let (S(B, Inn G),Q) 
be a coupling of the principal bundle B(B, 1) with G. Then there exists a principal 
bundle P(B, G) such that the coupling associated to the extension G F+ P(B, G) + 
B(B, 1) is (S(B, Inn G), Q) iff the obstruction class e E fi2(B, ZG), defined as in Sec- 
tion 3, is equal to zero. 0 
Theorem 3.5’. With B and G as above, let (S(B, Inn G), Q> be a coupling of B(B, 1) 
with G for which the obstruction class e efj2(B,ZG) is zero. Then there is an 
action of k’(B, ZG) on Opext(B(B, l), G, (S(B, Inn G), Q)), defined as in Section 3, 
and it is free and transitive. q 
In this formulation, Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 might appear to be, but in fact are not, 
restatements of the exactness of a sequence 
obtained from the coefficient sequence ZGW G+ Inn G (see, for example, 
[6, $91). To appreciate the distinction, consider the first map. This takes any global 
q : B--t Inn G, lifts it over contractible Ui c B to 9; : Ui + G and then takes ~j = 
@,r’@j : VU-+ ZG. If one now takes Q as in the preamble to Theorem 3.5 and con- 
structs Qf, one sees that 52 and Qf are isomorphic as Lie groupoids but - because 
the Qi need not take values in ZG - the groupoids are not equivalent as operator 
extensions. Thus f does not act as the identity. 
Remark 4.2. It needs to be noted that the correspondence between closed crossed 
modules of principal bundles and of Lie groupoids is bedevilled by the same need 
for reference-points as is the correspondence between principal bundles and Lie 
groupoids themselves. Because of this, one must work through the proofs of 
Theorems 3.4’and 3.5’, but it will be no surprise that the various needs for reference- 
points cancel themselves out and that the principal bundle results are identical in 
form to the Lie groupoid results. 
Beyond this, there is a difference in emphasis between the concepts of principal 
bundle and of Lie groupoid, which affects the way in which one defines equivalence 
for the two concepts. Consider two extensions of principal bundles 
N‘ Q(B, H) A P(B, G), 
N‘ Q’(B, H’) s P(B, G), 
(8) 
(8)’ 
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and suppose that &idB, 9) : Q(B,H) + Q’(B, H’) is an equivalence of principal 
bundle extensions; that is, 9 0 I = I’ and rc’ 0 (p = 7~. Then the associated extensions of 
Lie groupoids are 
QxN, : QxQ :: PXP 
H H G 
(9) 
and 
Q’xN ~ Q’xQ’ ~ ~ PXP 
H’ H’ G 
(9)’ 
(see Section 2) but 
~. QxQ , Q’xQ’ 
H H’ ’ 
(UZ,Ul> ++ (v?(u2), P(h)>, 
does not induce an identity map 
QxN , Q’xN 
H H’ ’ 
(Note however that an equivalence of Lie groupoid extensions does induce an equi- 
valence of the associated principal bundle extensions.) 
This is resolved by considering operator extensions over a fixed coupling. Let (8) 
and (8)’ have the same coupling (S(B, C), Q) and assume that ~‘0 v, = K. Because C 
acts on N, there is an associated LGB 
SxN 
C 
and it is easy to see that 
,SxN QxN 
H c ’ 
(U, n> - (K(U), n> 
is an isomorphism over B. Similarly 
Q’xN 
C’ 
is isomorphic to 
SxN 
c . 
Now (9) and (9)’ can be presented as 
-,QxQ__ SxN PXP 
C H G ’ 
SxN >>Q’ PXP * 
C H’ G 
(10) 
(10)’ 
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and it is easy to check that @ is now an equivalence. Thus the two concepts of 
equivalence are equivalent. 
Notice that when N=A is abelian, 
SxN 
C 
collapses to 
PxA 
G ’ 
where G acts on A via A E+ H * G. 
Remark 4.3. The calculations for Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 are formally identical to 
those carried out by Greub and Petry [9] in classifying lifts of a principal bundle 
P(B, G) with G connected, to the universal covering group G (or, indeed, to any 
cover of G). Their results can in fact be formulated in terms of the closed crossed 
module 
Ad : G + Aut(d). 
G+P(B,G)- B(B, 1) 
Applying the appropriate generalization of Theorems 3.4’ and 3.5’ one recovers the 
results of [9]. 
Note that since 71rG is discrete, the Tech cohomology f?*(B, nlG) reduces to 
f?*(B, ncl G). 
Finally, observe that when the integrability obstruction e E A2(B, .Z@ of a tran- 
sitive Lie algebroid on a simply-connected base [17] does lie in A2(B,D) for some 
discrete subgroup DlZd, then it represents precisely the obstruction to lifting the 
resulting principal bundle from group G to group G. 
To end, we mention two examples. 
(i) (Greub and Petry [9]). Applying Remark 4.3 with G= SO(n), n23, gives an 
obstruction class e E k2(B, Z2) to the existence of a covering Spin(n) bundle. This 
is, of course, the second Stiefel-Whitney class. 
(ii) In a similar fashion, consider the relationship between U(n)-bundles and 
PU(n)-bundles. Each principal bundle P(B, PU(n)) defines a coupling 
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PU(n) m P(B, PU(n)) - B(B, 1) 
where PU(n) acts on u(n) as its inner automorphism group. The obstruction class 
eE A2(B, U(1)) determines whether P can be lifted to a U(n)-bundle. Notice that 
AZ@, U(1)) z ii@, a). 
This class was studied by Woodward [24], who also introduces it via Zn * 
SU(n) + PU(n) as an element of A2(& Z,). It follows that e E fi3(B, Z) has ne = 0. 
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